Recognized as one of the nation’s

most influential speakers on the subject of personal
leadership, Joelle K. Jay, Ph.D., inspires audiences to achieve
exceptional business results and overall well-being. Her
dynamic delivery of keynote presentations, workshops and
leadership development programs motivates individuals to
leverage their leadership skills for sustainable success in all
aspects of their lives.
Joelle goes beyond sparking motivation to provide proven
tools and strategies for mastering personal and professional
leadership. Audiences respond to her engaging style,
substantive content and practical solutions and describe her
advice as authentic, relevant and refreshing.
Joelle’s presentations are an integral part of corporate
leadership, management and executive development
programs at many of America’s most respected companies.
She has partnered with Microsoft, MetLife and Intuit to
enhance employee engagement and performance and
prepare high-potential colleagues for leadership positions.
A principal with the prestigious Leadership Research
Institute (LRI), Joelle is a close advisor to senior executives at
Apple, Google, GE and other iconic companies.

Based on her extensive work with America’s top
leaders and her award-winning academic
research, the principles set forth in Joelle’s
groundbreaking book, The Inner Edge: The 10 Practices of
Personal Leadership, are the foundation for her popular
speaking engagements. Lauded by industry luminaries such as
Marshall Goldsmith, Stephen Covey and Jim Kouzes, The Inner
Edge is a trusted guide to living and leading well.

Maximize the impact of your next meeting or training
program by contacting Joelle K. Jay for presentations
that produce powerful results.

Inspiring Leadership Excellence
Leadership Research Institute
Joelle.Jay@LRI.com | 775-324-5377
www.LRI.com | www.JoelleKJay.com

KEY TOPICS
•

Getting an Edge: Using Personal Leadership to Be a Better Leader … And Lead
A Better Life

•

Leading with Your Strengths: Leveraging Your Talents to Be a Better Leader

•

Spinach in Your Teeth: How To Get The Feedback You Didn’t Want to Hear
(But Really Need to Know)

•

Redefining Time: How To Achieve Work/Life Balance in a 24/7 World

•

The Invisible Ladder: What Women Need to Know to Make It to The Top

TESTIMONIALS

CLIENT LIST
MICROSOFT

Microsoft
“Joelle has an engaging style. She keeps things

INTUIT

interesting and moves at an invigorating pace

METLIFE

while leaving plenty of “breathing space” to
reflect on the material and ask questions. The
workshop was practical and helpful. Very
beneficial!”
Mary Elizabeth Jones, Director of Talent Development

MERRILL LYNCH
AT&T
BANK OF AMERICA
WELLS FARGO

Intuit

BRISTOL MYERS SQUIBB

“Joelle’s presentation offered an excellent balance
of teaching and team interaction. She created a

WILSHIRE

comfortable atmosphere so everyone could get

MGM RESORTS

involved. It was a very interesting workshop –

INTERNATIONAL GAME TECHNOLOGY

something I will use daily.”
Trent Barnes, General Manager

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

American Society for Training &
Development
“Outstanding! I liked the group environment
and interaction involved in this presentation.
Joelle’s coaching during the guided activities
provided just enough “push” to help us stretch
into some very novel insights.”

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION

Tae Kei Sun, Chapter President
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